Introduction. Multiple Sclerosis (MS) can affect cognitive function that might interfere with quality of life. Processing speed and memory are the most common area of cognitive impairment. Cognitive evaluation in daily practice is often difficult to be performed since it needs neuropsychological expert and is time-consuming. Brief International Cognitive Assessment for MS (BICAMS) is valid and practical for cognitive evaluation. This study aims to validate BICAMS in Indonesian MS patients and healthy controls (HC) and to analyse the effect of cognitive impairment on quality of life. Methods. BICAMS, which composes Symbol Digits Modalities Test (SDMT), California Verbal Learning Test-Second Edition (CVLT-II), and Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised (BVMT-R), was translated and cross-culturally adapted to Indonesian from the original BICAMS and then administered to 40 Indonesian MS patients and 66 HC matched by sex, age, and education. Test-retest reliability was performed on 16-MS patients and 42 HC. Quality of life was measured using Multiple Sclerosis Quality of Life (MSQOL-54) instrument. Results. The SDMT, CVLT-II, and BVMT-R score in MS patients were significantly lower than those in HC (effect size, r: 0.61, 0.36, and 0.47, respectively). Test-retest reliability for all tests was satisfactory with correlation coefficient for SDMT, CVLT-II, and BVMT-R in MS subjects 0.86, 0.81, and 0.83, respectively. Using 5th percentile of HC score as cut-off, 15% MS subjects had impairment in one test, 27.5% in two tests, and 40% in three tests. BICAMS was moderately correlated with EDSS but was not correlated with disease duration and relapse rate. SDMT score correlated with physical function and physical and mental role limitation. Conclusion. BICAMS is valid and reliable for assessing cognitive function of Indonesia MS patients.
Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune inflammatory central nervous system disorder characterized by demyelinating lesion. MS mostly affects young adult which typically begins at 20-40 years old. It is more prevalent in female compared to man. In addition, it is the most common disabling disorder in young people [1] .
MS does not only affect physical function but also cognitive function, which may impact on reduced productivity and quality of life (QOL) [2] . Cognitive impairment can affect physical independence and medication adherence [3] . It is detected in 41% MS patients, of which 28% experience significant decline in 5 years [4] . Deficit in processing speed [5] and memory [6, 7] are the most common cognitive impairment in MS and more prevalent in progressive type than relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) [8] . However, the deficit can also be detected in the early onset of MS (clinically isolated syndrome, CIS) [9] .
One challenge regarding the assessment of cognitive function is that neuropsychology assessment usually needs special expertise and is time-consuming, which hinders its 2 Neurology Research International application in daily practice. This situation hampers the detection of cognitive impairment, especially the subtle ones, in MS.
In 2012, an expert panel proposed Brief International Cognitive Assessment for Multiple Sclerosis (BICAMS) which focuses on cognitive processing speed and verbal and visual memory. BICAMS consists of three tests: Symbol Digits Modalities Test (SDMT) assessing processing speed/working memory, California Verbal Learning Test-Second Edition (CVLT-II) assessing learning and verbal memory, and Brief Visuospatial Memory Test-Revised (BVMT-R) assessing learning and visuospatial memory [10] . It has been validated in several languages including non-English speaking countries. These studies showed that BICAMS is valid and reliable and can be easily performed. It can be carried out by nontrained healthcare staff and has been applied in many countries [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
The objectives of our study were to validate and assess the reliability of BICAMS in Indonesia language and to evaluate the association between cognitive impairment with disease duration, relapse frequency, and physical disability. The secondary objective of this study was to observe the impact of cognitive impairment on quality of life using the MSQOL-54 instrument.
Materials and Methods

Study Design and Participants.
A cross-sectional study was performed in Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital Jakarta (RSCM) from September 2017 to June 2018. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia (Number:0381/UN2. F1/ETIK/2018).
We invited MS patients who had been registered in RSCM to participate in this study. Forty MS patients diagnosed using McDonald 2010 criteria [20] and 66 healthy control (HC) were recruited in this study consecutively. The inclusion criteria were age over 18 years and being able to read and write in Indonesia and written consent for all procedures was provided. Exclusion criteria applied were having other neurological disorders including stroke, epilepsy, brain tumour, brain infection, and history of brain injury; history of major depression; receiving substance influencing psychiatric status including alcohol and having severe visual and motor disability that can interfere in the cognitive test. HC were recruited from population around our clinics, relatives, or friends of MS patients that were not affected with MS and fulfilled the same criteria. HC were matched with MS subjects based on age, sex, and education level.
Procedure.
We followed the BICAMS international standard validation procedure that consists of 5 steps: (1) standardization and translation of test stimuli; (2) standardization and translation of test instructions; (3) normalization; (4) test-retest reliability; (5) criterion-related validity [21] .
BICAMS was translated into Indonesian by two different professional native speaking Indonesian translators blinded to each other. Words for CVLT-II were adapted to Indonesia culture. Translated version was compared and different words were reconciliated among neurologists. A preliminary version was tested to 10 MS patients and 10 HC. We noted all difficulties during the trial session. The preliminary version was then back-translated into English by two different English native speakers blinded to each other. The final version was developed by selecting words that have the closest meaning to the original version and are familiar in large populations in Indonesia.
The tests were administered in fixed order: SDMT, CVLT-II, and BVMT-R. SDMT was used to assess processing speed. Subjects were presented with a sequence of 9 symbols. Each symbol was paired with a single digit displayed on the top of the page. Participants were given a short practice session to recognize the symbol and the digit pair. Thereafter, they were asked to decrypt the symbols to the associated digits as rapidly as possible in 90 seconds. The maximum score for this test was 110. We performed the oral version of SDMT [22] .
CVLT-II was used to assess auditory/verbal learning. Initially, examiner read aloud a list of 16 words. Participants listened to the list and repeated it as many as they can memorize. The number of words recalled was recorded and the trial was repeated for 5 times. The highest score for this test was 80 [23] .
BVMT-R was used to evaluate visual/spatial memory. Six abstract figures were shown to the participants for 10 seconds. The figures were then removed, and participants were asked to draw those figures on paper manual responses. The time for drawing is not limited. Each figure was scored 0, 1, and 2 based on accuracy and location. Three trials were performed, and the total score was calculated from the sum of all 3 trial scores. The maximum score for this test was 26 [24] .
On the same day with BICAMS examination, subjects were asked to fill the MSQOL-54 questionnaire which has already been validated into Indonesian. MSQOL-54 was transculturally adapted by performing a standardized forward-backward method and continued with assessing the reliability, internal validation, and external validation (unpublished). From 40 MS subjects, 3 subjects refused to fill the MSQOL questionnaire. This questionnaire consists of 54 questions measuring physical health, emotional well-being, role limitations due to physical problems, role limitations due to emotional problems, pain, energy, health perceptions, social function, cognitive function, health distress, sexual function, satisfaction with sexual function, change in health, and overall quality of life [25] .
Before the BICAMS examination and filling the MSQOL-54 questionnaire, demographic and clinical data were collected including education level, duration of illness, relapse frequency, and treatment. Neurological examination, EDSS, and depression evaluation using mini-ICD-10 questionnaire were also performed.
Statistical Analysis. Data distribution was analysed using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The difference between SDMT, CVLT-II, and BVMTR score in MS and HC subjects was examined using paired student T-test. Test-retest reliability was performed following 1-3 weeks and analysed using Pearson correlation coefficient. The r-values for test-retest correlation were considered adequate if >0.70 and good if 
Results
There was no significant difference in sex, age, and education duration between MS and HC groups (Table 1) . Among MS subjects, 31 (77.5%) were RRMS and 9 (22.5%) were SPMS (Secondary Progressive MS). The mean EDSS score was 3.3±2.1, in which higher score was observed in male compared to female (median (range)= 6 (2.5-7) vs. 2.5 (1-7.5), p=0.03). Depression was found in 13 MS subjects (32.5%) and none in HC group. Not all subjects can afford disease modifying drug (DMD) since it is very expensive in Indonesia. Only 10 (25%) patients used DMD (4 patients used Fingolimod and 6 patients used Interferon Beta IA). The most common treatment was azathioprine (42.5%). Eleven subjects (27.5%) decided not to take any medication. In all tests, MS subjects had significantly lower scores than HC ( Table 2 ). The effect size was highest in SDMT (effect size r=0.61) followed by BVMT-R (0.47) and CVLT-II (0.36). The Cronbach-coefficients in MS and HC group for all tests were 0.78 and 0.61, respectively.
In MS group, male subjects had lower score compared to female with significant differences in SDMT and CVLT-II. In HC group, the difference was not apparent. In reverse, the effect of education was only observed in SDMT score on HC group (p=0.05). Negative correlation was also found between age and SDMT (r=-0.27; p=0.03) and BVMT-R score (r=-0.28; p=0.02) only on HC (Table 3) .
All BICAMS scores were significantly lower in SPMS subtype subjects. All tests also showed significant negative correlation with EDSS, but this was not found on the relation to disease duration and relapse rate (Table 3) .
Test-retest reliability was performed on 16 MS patients and 42 HC (Table 4 ). Both groups showed significant correlation between test and retest, but the correlation in HC was weaker than those in MS.
Using the 5 th percentile of HC score tests as cut off point, the test score of MS subjects was classified into impaired and not impaired. SDMT, CVLT-II, and BVMT-R impairment were found on 20 (50.0%), 13 (27.5%), and 11 (32.5%) subjects, respectively. Impairment in 1, 2, and 3 tests was shown in 6 (15.0%), 11 (27.5%), and 16 (40%) subjects, respectively.
The impact of cognitive impairment on QOL was mostly seen in physical functions. SDMT, CVLT-II, and BVMT-R score significantly correlated with physical function (r=0.43, 0.43, and 0.45, respectively). SDMT also correlated with role limitation due to both physical and emotional problems (Table 5 ).
Discussion
Indonesia is a tropical country in which the prevalence of MS is estimated low [26] . Previously MS diagnosis often cannot be established due to facility limitation, mainly magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Nowadays, MRI is becoming more and more available in many cities in Indonesia. Knowledge and concern for MS are also increasing among neurologist and other medical practitioners. As a result, the number of MS cases also increases even though it is still considered rare in our country. Comprehensive treatment for MS in Indonesia remains far from satisfaction and cognitive evaluation is often overlooked. With a high burden of clinical work, practical and short cognitive battery that can be administered by a physician is needed since not all neurology clinics in Indonesia have Neuropsychology expert.
There are several batteries proposed for assessing cognitive function in MS. Minimal Assessment of Cognitive Function in MS (MACFIMS) contains seven neuropsychology tools that cover five domains of cognitive function [27] . Another tool is Brief Repeatable Battery-Neuropsychology (BRB-N) test, which has also been widely used in clinical practice. Selective Reminding Test (SRT), the 10/36 Spatial Recall Test (10/36), the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT), the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task 2 and 3 seconds (PASAT 2-3), and the Word List Generation (WLG) were included in BRB-N [28] . Both MACFIMS and BRB-N need more than one hour to be administered.
BICAMS is a brief cognitive evaluation tool that is recommended for MS and can be used worldwide. It is valid and reliable with high sensitivity and specificity. BICAMS can be administered by a physician for only 15 minutes [10] . In this study, BICAMS was translated and culturally adapted into Indonesian.
This study found significantly lower score in all BICAMS tests on MS than HC (p<0.0001). SDMT has the largest effect size (r=0.61), followed by BVMT-R (r=0.47). This result was similar with previous studies which reported that SDMT and BVMT-R were more sensitive in distinguishing the cognition in MS and healthy subjects [13, 14, 29] . Different result was reported in Brazilian study which found that the effect size of BVMT-R was lower compared with SDMT and CVLT-II [11] .
Our study found good correlation between test and retest score in SDMT (r=0.86), CVLT-II (r=0.81), and BVMT-R (r=0.83). In the HC group, the strongest correlation was observed in SDMT (r=0.76). BVMT-R and CVLT-II had weaker correlation (r=0.51 and 0.49). This result showed that BICAMS is reliable for assessing cognitive function in Indonesian MS patients.
Based on MS subtype, SPMS patients in this study had significantly lower score in all tests compared with RRMS. This result was in line with the negative correlation between EDSS and BICAMS score in those subjects. This proved the criterion-related validity of BICAMS for Indonesian MS patients. Studies in Japan and Brazil also found correlation between EDSS, disease duration, and BICAMS score [11, 14] . However, our study did not find correlation between BICAMS score and disease duration, which was similar with the result from Lithuania [12] . Based on our result, SDMT and CVLT-II were affected by sex in the MS group, but it was not found in HC. This result was in conjunction with the correlation to the EDSS score since MS male subjects had higher EDSS score compared to female. This study did not find association between age, education, and BICAMS score in MS subjects, which was partially seen in HC groups. This might be due to the distribution of age and education in our subjects, most of which were younger than 40 year and had high education.
The prevalence of cognitive impairment on each test using 5 th percentile of HC score in Indonesian patients was similar to the Turkish and Greek population [13, 15] . However, if the impairment was classified based on the number of impaired tests, our subjects had higher impairment in three tests compared with Turkish and Greek ones. This difference was speculated due to no CIS subjects that were included in our study.
In this study, we found significant correlation between SDMT score with physical functioning and role limitation due to physical and mental problems. CVLT-II and BVMTR only significantly correlated with physical functioning. This finding was different with Sandi et al. who found significant correlation between BICAMS score with cognitive, physical, and social functioning subscales, overall quality of life and general health subscales, sexual function, and satisfaction with sexual function [16] . Another study by Hoog et al. analyzed the correlation between QOL using Sick Impact Profile (SIP) and cognitive function using MACFIMS. Logistics regression model showed that EDSS and SDMT performance could predict the poor physical health-related quality of life (HRQOL). SDMT alone could also predict poor overall HRQOL and psychosocial HRQOL. Even though our result failed in showing the correlation between cognitive function and both social aspect and overall quality of life, it supported the evidence that SDMT score had an association with the physical aspect of QOL [30] . Cultural background might also influence the result of QOL since the MSQOL-54 is a selffilling instrument.
There were numbers of limitation in our study including a small sample size. Patients with relapse during the study were not excluded, and we have two patients who received high dose of methylprednisolone recently. We used the same form for CVLT-II retest which may lead to the practice effect. An alternate form is needed for the implementation of BICAMS in Indonesia. In this study we did not exclude subjects with depression and did not screened for fatigue status. However, there was no significant BICAMS score difference between MS subjects with and without depression. Fatigue might 6 Neurology Research International influence the subjects' performance during the test as another study showed significant correlation with SDMT score [17] .
Conclusions
BICAMS is valid and reliable for Indonesia MS patients which is short and easy to be performed. It can be widely used in Indonesia. Correlation between cognitive function and QOL described the importance of cognitive evaluation in MS care.
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